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Abstract

How do changes in the amount and properties of aerosol affect warm clouds? Recent
studies suggest that they have opposing effects. Some suggest that an increase in
aerosol loading leads to enhanced evaporation and therefore smaller clouds, whereas
other studies suggest clouds’ invigoration. In this study, using a bin-microphysics cloud5

model, we propose a theoretical scheme that analyzes the evolution of key processes in
warm clouds, under different aerosol loading and environmental conditions, to explain
this contradiction.

Such a framework reveals a robust reversal in the trend of the clouds’ response to
an increase in aerosol loading. When aerosol conditions are shifted from super-pristine10

to slightly pollute, the clouds formed are deeper and have a larger water mass. Such
a trend continues up to an optimal concentration (Nop) that allows the cloud to achieve
a maximal water mass. Hence, for any concentration below Nop the cloud formed con-
tains less mass and therefore can be considered as aerosol limited, whereas for con-
centrations greater than Nop cloud periphery processes, such as enhanced entrain-15

ment, take over leading to cloud suppression. We show that Nop is a function of the
thermodynamic conditions (temperature and humidity profiles). Thus, profiles that fa-
vor deeper clouds would dictate larger values of Nop, whereas for profiles of shallow
convective clouds, Nop corresponds to the pristine range of the aerosol loading.

Such a view of a trend reversal, marked by the optimal concentration, Nop, helps one20

to bridge the gap between the contradictory results of numerical models and obser-
vations. Satellite studies are biased in favor of larger clouds that are characterized by
larger Nop values and therefore invigoration is observed. On the other hand, modeling
studies are biased in favor of small, mostly trade-like convective clouds, which are char-
acterized by low Nop values (in the pristine range), and therefore cloud suppression is25

mostly reported as a response to an increase in aerosol loading.
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1 Introduction

Clouds play an important role in the Earth’s energy balance (Baker and Peter, 2008)
and the hydrological cycle. The clouds’ macrophysical properties, such as coverage
and the vertical extent as well as microphysical properties like liquid water content
(LWC), particle size, shape, and phase determine the cloud’s interaction with electro-5

magnetic radiation. Because of the inherent variance in cloud types and properties and
the complexity of the processes, clouds are responsible for the greatest uncertainty in
climate research (Forster et al., 2007; Boucher et al., 2013). To better understand the
role of clouds in the current climate system and to be able to predict their properties
under different climate change scenarios, we must advance our understanding of those10

processes and environmental factors that affect cloud properties.
Aerosols act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), on which droplets can form, and

as ice nuclei (IN), for the initial creation of ice particles. A theoretically clean atmo-
sphere with no aerosols is suggested to be mostly cloud free (Reutter et al., 2009;
Koren et al., 2014). CCN enable the nucleation of droplets by reducing the supersat-15

uration required for the process. Without CCN, droplets would form at supersaturation
levels of several hundred percent by homogenous nucleation. However, in the presence
of CCN, droplets are formed by a heterogeneous nucleation process, which requires
an order of one percent supersaturation (Wilson, 1897; Pruppacher and Klett, 1978).
The availability, size distribution, and chemical properties of aerosols govern the initial20

number and size distribution of the droplets. Polluted clouds initially have smaller and
more numerous droplets, with smaller variance (Squires, 1958; Squires and Twomey,
1960; Warner and Twomey, 1967; Fitzgerald and Spyers-Duran, 1973; Twomey, 1977).

The change in the initial droplet size distribution affects key processes and the in-
teractions between them. For a given total liquid water mass (or volume), the total25

surface area of smaller droplets is larger and therefore, the condensation process is
more efficient under the given supersaturation conditions. On the other hand, simi-
larly, under subsaturation conditions, smaller droplets evaporate more efficiently and
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may enhance the mixing processes due to the evaporative cooling-induced downdrafts
(Xue and Feingold, 2006; Jiang et al., 2006; Small et al., 2009). These two processes
create an interesting competition controlled by the relative humidity (RH) conditions in
different regions of the clouds and in its surroundings.

The collision-coalescence and rain processes are impacted by the change in the5

droplets’ size distribution as well. There is a delay in the initiation of the collision-
coalescence process in polluted clouds (Gunn and Phillips, 1957; Squires, 1958;
Warner, 1968; Albrecht, 1989). These microphysical processes were suggested to be
coupled to dynamical ones and in the case of convective clouds to form the baseline for
the invigoration effect (Andreae et al., 2004; Koren et al., 2005; Rosenfeld et al., 2008;10

Tao et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2013; Altaratz et al., 2014). Surface rain, as the end result
of all the cloud’s feedbacks, was shown to be affected by changes in aerosol loading
as well (Levin and Cotton, 2009; Khain, 2009; Koren et al., 2012).

For warm convective clouds (containing only liquid water drops) the overall effect
of the addition of aerosols on the clouds’ macrophysical properties is still considered15

an open question and studies show contradictory results. There are few observational
studies that show cloud invigoration by aerosols. Kaufman et al. (2005) found an in-
crease in cloud coverage under polluted, smoky, and dusty conditions over the transi-
tion zone between stratocumulus to cumulus clouds over the tropical Atlantic Ocean.
Yuan et al. (2011) showed a larger coverage of trade cumulus clouds and higher clouds20

top associated with volcanic aerosols near Hawaii. Koren et al. (2014) have recently
shown that convective clouds over the Southern Oceans are “aerosol limited” up to
moderate aerosol loading conditions. They showed that as the AOD increases, warm
convective clouds exhibit invigoration, manifested as deeper clouds with larger areas.

On the other hand, some observational studies like that of Li et al. (2011), who25

studied warm clouds over the southern great plains of the United States, reported that
aerosol did not affect the clouds’ top height.

Numerical studies of an aerosol’s effect on warm cumulus clouds show either no ef-
fect, or in contrast with invigoration, they show suppression. Jiang and Feingold (2006)
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found that an increase in aerosol loading in fields of warm shallow convective clouds re-
sults in reduced precipitation. However, the clouds do not undergo significant changes
in LWP, cloud fraction, and cloud depth. Xue et al. (2008) found that the addition of
aerosols leads to smaller clouds and suppression of precipitation.

Here we used a single cloud model to study how changes in aerosol loading affect5

warm convective clouds at the process level, with a dependency on the environmen-
tal conditions. More specifically, we describe the evolution in time and the competition
between key processes. Whereas a single cloud model might be quite simplistic in cap-
turing the dynamic processes on the whole cloud scale and does not account for larger
(cloud field) scales. However, the essential microphysical and dynamical processes10

affecting finer scales are well captured and are the focus of this study.

2 Methodology

We used the Tel Aviv University axisymmetric nonhydrostatic cloud model (TAU-CM)
with a detailed treatment of cloud microphysics (Tzivion et al., 1994; Reisin et al.,
1996). The warm microphysical processes included are nucleation of CCN, condensa-15

tion and evaporation, collision-coalescence, binary breakup, and sedimentation. The
microphysical processes are formulated and solved using a multi-moment bin method
(Tzivion et al., 1987).

To better understand the role of key environmental factors, we ran the model with
9 different initial conditions based on theoretical atmospheric profiles that character-20

ize a moist tropical environment. Each of the profiles includes a well-mixed subcloud
layer between 0 and ∼ 1000 m, a conditionally unstable cloud layer between 1000 and
6000 m (T1), 4000 m (T2), and 2000 m (T3), and an overlying inversion layer. We as-
signed 3 dew-point temperature profiles (Td) equivalent to 95 % relative humidity in the
cloudy layer (RH1), 90 % (RH2), and 80 % (RH3) to each of the Temperature (T1, T2,25

or T3) profiles (all together 9 profiles). The profiles are denoted here by a combination
of the letters describing the temperature and humidity, like T1RH1 or T1RH2 and so on.
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The relative humidity above the inversion layer is 30 % in all the profiles. The inversion
layer has a temperature gradient of 2 ◦C over 50 m. Figure 1 presents 3 of the initial
profiles: T1 combined with RH1 (T1RH1), T2 with RH2 (T2RH2), and T3 with RH3
(T3RH3). In the deeper clouds cases the cloud’s top temperature is around −10 ◦C;
thus, there is a small likelihood that we neglect the formation of small amounts of ice.5

For each initial atmospheric profile we ran the model with 10 different levels of aerosol
concentrations, in the range of 5–10 000 cm−3 (all together 90 simulations). The back-
ground aerosol size distribution represents a maritime clean environment (Jaenicke,
1988). The aerosols are assumed to be composed of NaCl. In the clean cases (5,
25, 125, and 250 cm−3) the basic marine size distribution (∼ 290 cm−3) was divided by10

a constant factor in order to obtain the requested concentration (while the shape of
the size distribution was kept constant). In the polluted cases (500, 1000, 2000, 3000,
4000, and 10 000 cm−3) we added to the background size distribution a log-normal dis-
tribution in sizes ranging between 0.012–0.844 µm in order to represent anthropogenic
pollution. In this study, to reduce the complexity, we avoided the effect of giant CCN15

(GCCN) (Feingold et al., 1999; Yin et al., 2000) by truncating the aerosol size distribu-
tion at 1 µm. The model resolution was set to 50 m both in the vertical and horizontal
directions, with a time step of 1 s. The convection was initiated by a warm bubble of
3 ◦C at one grid point near the bottom of the domain.

Analysis of the effect of aerosol on convective clouds under different environmen-20

tal conditions and understanding the role of key cloud processes require simulation of
many different clouds. Moreover, as we follow the time evolution of each process for
each case, the size of the output dataset of the runs becomes large. To reduce the
dimensionally of the results of our 90 simulations and to distill the essence of the inter-
play between processes, we focused on the magnitude and timing of key processes in25

the cloud’s evolution.
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3 Results and discussion

First we examined the bulk properties of clouds (on a whole cloud scale) of all the
simulated clouds as a function of the aerosol loading.

Figure 2 presents the maximum cloud total mass for each cloud simulation as a func-
tion of the aerosol concentration used for the same simulation. Each curve represents5

the results of 10 different simulations performed for each of the 9 different initializa-
tion profiles (3 profiles of temperature combined with 3 different levels of RH in the
cloudy layer). For all the profile curves the maximum total cloud mass increases with
the increase in aerosol loading until a maximum point is reached, where above it, the
simulated clouds have smaller maximal masses. We defined here the optimal aerosol10

concentration (Nop) as the concentration that is associated with the simulated cloud
with the largest maximum total liquid water mass per profile. In most cases, the Nop
value is larger for profiles characterized by a higher inversion base height and a higher
RH value in the cloudy layer (a more humid environment).

The clouds’ maximal total water mass, as presented in Fig. 2, represents the re-15

sult of interactions of various clouds’ internal processes that determine the clouds’
properties at any given time. To understand the impact of aerosol on these processes
and on the interactions between them, we followed the timing and magnitude of key
microphysical processes in different clouds that were formed under the same environ-
mental conditions (the same initialization profile), but with a different aerosol loading.20

Figures 3 and 4 present the results of 3 clouds that were formed under the conditions
of profile T1RH1 with aerosol loading levels of 125, 1000, and 4000 cm−3 (denoted
hereafter as T1RH1_125, T1RH1_1000, and T1RH1_4000). The results presented in
Fig. 3 include the time evolution of three major cloud processes: diffusion (condensa-
tion/evaporation), collision-coalescence, and surface rain. The three curves represent:25

(1) the total net condensed and evaporated mass in the cloud per unit time (the water
vapor mass that was transferred to liquid, blue curves), (2) the total collected mass
in the cloud per unit time (the mass transferred from small to bigger size bins, red
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curves), and (3) the surface rain mass per unit time (green curves). Figure 4 presents
the time evolution of the total water mass and the total droplet surface area for those
three clouds.

The differences in the magnitude and timing of the process, among the three clouds,
presented in Fig. 3, reveal an interesting interplay between processes. The total con-5

densed mass along the whole lifetime of the cloud (summed over all grid points with
supersaturation) is 1.9×108 kg in the clean cloud case (T1RH1_125), whereas it is
4.7×108 kg for the polluted cloud (T1RH1_4000). Difference in the total condensed
mass are due to increased efficiency of the condensation process and the delay in the
collision-coalescence process, in the polluted cloud.10

The condensation efficiency is determined by the droplets’ surface area (Fig. 4). The
total droplet surface area of cloud T1RH1_4000 at the time of its maximum total mass
(1.2×107 kg) is 4.4×109 m2, which yields a surface-area-to-mass ratio of 366.7 m2 kg−1.
For the clean cloud, T1RH1_125, the maximum total mass is 7.1×106 kg, with a droplet
surface area of 1.9×108 m2, which yields a surface-area-to-mass ratio of 26.8 m2 kg−1.15

Therefore, the polluted cloud has a much higher droplet surface area per unit of water
mass. It is maintained throughout the clouds’ lifetime, with a mean surface-area-to-
mass ratio of 79.0 and 312.8 m2 kg−1 for the clean and polluted clouds, respectively.

Moreover, the polluted cloud has a longer time for efficient condensational growth
due to the delay in the initiation of the collision-coalescence. Whereas for the clean20

cloud case (T1RH1_125) the peaks of the collision-coalescence and condensation
processes are relatively close in time (at 56 and 59 min of simulation, respectively),
with the one of the collision-coalescence processes slightly ahead, in the more pol-
luted clouds the peak in the collision-coalescence process is delayed and appears
after the peak in condensation (1 min delay for the 1000 cm−3 case and 14 min for the25

4000 cm−3 case). In the clean cloud case (T1RH1_125) the small number of droplets
grows rapidly with almost no competition on the available water vapor. To demonstrate
this point, we examined the early stages of the clouds’ development. Five minutes after
the clouds had formed, at the point of maximum liquid water content, cloud T1RH1_125
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(T1RH1_4000) had a mean droplet radius of 7.4 µm (2.3 µm) with a standard deviation
of 2.5 µm (0.4 µm).

The mean radius is larger and the size distribution is wider for the clean case so
the droplets reach the critical size for collisions rapidly and the collision-coalescence
process starts almost immediately after the condensation start. The early initiation of5

the collision-coalescence process acts as positive feedback for this aerosol effect on
the condensed mass and further reduces the droplets’ surface area (Fig. 4). The less
effective integrated condensation prevents the clean clouds from consuming more of
the available supersaturation. The condensation peaks at 56 min of simulation for the
T1RH1_125 clean cloud (with 2.4 % of mean supersaturation in the supersaturated re-10

gion in the cloud), compared with 78 min (with 0.05 % of mean supersaturation) in the
T1RH1_4000 case. On the same note, the early initiation of the collision-coalescence
process in the clean cloud also drives an early start of the rainout from the cloud.
The early rainout leads to mass transfer downward and therefore an increased drag
force at the lower part of the cloud that further impedes the cloud’s development. The15

clean cloud consumes a small amount of water vapor (a smaller total mass, as can be
seen in Fig. 4), and rainout early (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the delay in the onset of
the collision-coalescence process in the most polluted cloud (T1RH1_4000, see Fig. 3
lower panel) allows the entrainment to act for a longer time (after the peak in condensa-
tion) and thus, enhances the evaporation; this consequently, reduces the cloud’s liquid20

water mass. The total evaporated mass along the entire lifetime of the cloud (integrated
over all cloud grid points with subsaturation), in the clean cloud case (T1RH1_125) is
1.7×108 kg, whereas it is 3.5×108 kg for the polluted cloud (T1RH1_4000). This re-
sults in delayed and weaker precipitation from the polluted clouds (in Fig. 3 we present
the results of the most humid profile, so this effect is less significant than in the other25

profiles). Such competition between opposing processes yields an optimal aerosol con-
centration for the total cloud mass as well as for the rain yield, with a value in between
the two examples. Figures 2 and 3 show that for the total cloud mass and peak rain
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(the maximal rain rate), a concentration of around 1000 cm−3 results in larger values
compared with 125 cm−3 and 4000 cm−3.

When the impact of aerosol on the time difference between the onset and peaks of
key processes is explored further, one can see that for the more polluted clouds the
time lag between the peaks in the condensation mass and the collision-coalescence5

mass per unit time is longer (Fig. 5). Note that in the extreme polluted cases, for some of
the initialization profiles the collision-coalescence process is almost totally suppressed,
and therefore their information is not presented in the figure. In the cleaner cases,
driven by efficient collection, the maximum collected mass per unit time appears before
the maximum in the condensed mass (see the negative values of the time difference in10

Fig. 5) even though the condensation process obviously starts earlier.
We note that the delay in the onset of the collision-coalescence process in the

polluted clouds has two opposing effects on the updraft. The first one, as was men-
tioned before, delays the reduction in the integrated droplets’ surface area and main-
tains an effective condensation process (that is originally more effective in the polluted15

clouds). The more efficient condensation leads to a stronger latent heat release that
supports the positive buoyancy of the cloud. On the other hand, a delay in the collision-
coalescence implies a delay in the droplet sedimentation and therefore, later as the
droplets’ mass accumulates, the updraft is reduced due to increased drag force.

As for periphery processes, since stronger downdrafts, driven by the evaporation,20

induce stronger horizontal winds (Altaratz et al., 2008), the magnitude of the hor-
izontal winds near the cloud margins can serve as a measure of the entrainment
strength. In agreement with previous studies: (Xue and Feingold, 2006; Jiang et al.,
2006; Small et al., 2009), the polluted clouds exhibit stronger horizontal wind velocity
for all profiles. For example, for the T1RH1 profiles the mean horizontal winds averaged25

along the cloud margins were 0.18 m s−1, 0.24 m s−1, and 0.34 m s−1 for T1RH1_125,
T1RH1_1000, and T1RH1_4000, respectively.
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We see that similarly to the condensation argument, the ratio of drops surface-area-
to-volume increases with increasing aerosol concentration (see Fig. 4), meaning that
the smaller droplets evaporate more efficiently (Xue and Feingold, 2006).

The evaporation is enhanced by positive feedback because the enhanced down-
drafts at the cloud’s periphery further increase the mixing of outer air into the cloud.5

The magnitude of this effect strongly depends on the environmental humidity. As the
humidity increases, the relative effect of the entrainment process decreases.

Similarly to the droplets’ scale, the size of the whole cloud plays an important role
in controlling the entrainment impact. Larger clouds have a smaller surface area (A)
to volume (V ) ratio (η = AV −1) and therefore, a smaller portion of them comes in di-10

rect contact with the drier surroundings (Simpson, 1971; Stirling and Stratton, 2012).
For example, at the maximal mass stage η (T1RH1_500)=0.0062 m−1, whereas η
(T3RH3_500)=0.011 m−1, which is almost double. The larger the value of η, the
stronger periphery-based (suppression) processes can be expected.

The competing effects discussed above show that, on the one hand, more aerosols15

result in enhanced condensation (higher efficiency and for a longer time), and with
a stronger latent heat release, which leads to deeper clouds with a larger water mass.
On the other hand, more aerosols induce mass accumulation that enhances drag
forces and stronger entrainment-driven evaporation, which eventually leads to mass
reduction and smaller clouds. The contest, between the invigoration to the suppres-20

sion processes, poses the existence of an optimal value (Nop) with respect to the cloud
mass, which dictates a change in the sign of the trend regarding the cloud mass re-
sponse to an increase in aerosol loading (Fig. 2). At low values of aerosol loading, as
long as the cloud can still consume the supersaturation, the addition of aerosols leads
to cloud invigoration. As the concentration approaches Nop, the enhanced entrainment-25

driven evaporation, as well as the contribution of the drag-force, builds up a counter
effect to the enhancement. Above the Nop value, the suppression processes take over.
The value of Nop strongly depends on the environmental conditions. As the inversion’s
base height increases (increasing the potential cloud depth and therefore reducing
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the cloud’s surface-area-to-volume ratio) and/or the RH of the cloudy layer increases,
the entrainment impact weakens and therefore, Nop increases. For similar temperature
profiles, a reduced RH in the cloudy layer (different curves in each panel in Fig. 2)
would enhance the entrainment (by mixing drier environmental air into the cloud) and
therefore, Nop would decrease. However, for profiles with a similar RH in the cloudy5

layer, a reduction in the inversion base height would change the cloud’s size and the
cloud’s surface-area-to-volume ratio. This again changes the portion of the cloud that
is influenced by the drier ambient air and strengthens the entrainment. Smaller clouds
have a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio and therefore the entrainment plays a more
important role. This is reflected by the smaller Nop values for the smaller clouds.10

The ratio of the cloud’s surface area to volume (η) can serve as a measure of the
balance between core and margin-based processes in clouds. The internal (cloud-core
based) processes are more adiabatic in nature (since the core is less exposed to en-
trainment) (Wang et al., 2009) and therefore, for given temperature and humidity pro-
files, they are less affected by the suppressing branch of the aerosol effect. Therefore,15

higher aerosol loading yields more efficient condensation (a larger droplet surface area)
for a longer time (owing to the postponement in the collision-coalescence process). On
the other hand, over the cloud’s periphery, more aerosols enhance the evaporation and
the mixing with the outer air.

This impact of aerosol loading on the magnitude and timing of the core vs. the20

periphery-based cloud’s processes is reflected in the response of different cloud fea-
tures. Figure 6 presents 3 clouds’ properties for each simulation as a function of the
aerosol concentration (each curve represents 10 simulations of specific profiles): (1)
the maximum cloud top height per simulation (defined by the height level of 0.01 g kg−1

liquid water content, top panels), (2) the maximum (over the cloud’s lifetime) of the25

mean cloud’s updraft (middle panels). This measure is calculated as the mean updraft
of all the cloud grid points, weighted by the liquid water mass of each grid point, and (3)
the total amount of surface rain (bottom panels). A similar reversal trend with a clear
extreme was observed for all 9 profiles for all 3 measures. For the three cloud features
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shown, the optimal concentration per atmospheric profile is at a slightly higher aerosol
loading compared with the Nop value, which was defined as the optimum aerosol con-
centration for the maximum in the total mass. The peak in the values of the cloud fea-
tures that are controlled by the cloud’s core processes (less affected by entrainment)
corresponds to larger aerosol loading values compared with features that are more5

sensitive to margin-based processes. Eventually, since all the processes are coupled,
the enhancement in the margins’ effects results in a weakening of the core-based pro-
cesses as well. The maximum total mass of the cloud is more sensitive to the cloud
margins’ processes than the cloud’s maximum top height (which is located above the
cloud’s core).10

Similarly, since the mean updraft weighted by the liquid water mass is less sensitive
to aerosol effects on the lighter margins, the declining branch is less significant.

Rain is in many ways the end result of all the cloud processes; the total condensed
and evaporated mass controls the cloud’s total water mass together with the collision-
coalescence process that drives the formation of the rain drops.15

An optimal aerosol concentration, followed by a reverse in the sign of the trend, is
also shown for the rain (as can be seen in Fig. 6, bottom panel). The aerosol con-
centration value that corresponds to the maximal rain yield (per initialization profile)
usually increases for profiles with a higher inversion base height and/or a more humid
environment in the cloudy layer, and in most cases these values are higher than Nop20

(in 8 out of the 9 initial profiles). As a first approximation, rain is expected to scale
well with the total water mass (neglecting the evaporation of rain below the cloud), this
suggests similarities in the optimal aerosol concentration for total mass and rain. So
why does the maximum in the surface rain yields correspond to larger optimal aerosol
concentrations?25

The reason is the dependency of rain on the collection efficiency. The collection ef-
ficiency increases with both the number concentration and the variance of the droplet
size distribution. Thus aerosols would have a contradictory effect on the collection effi-
ciency. At low values of aerosol concentrations, as the aerosol loading increases, a few
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big lucky drops (Kostinski and Shaw, 2005) that initiate the rain can collect more small
drops and consequently produce more rain yield. This trend continues until the effect
of the smaller variance of the droplet size distribution (with increasing aerosol loading)
becomes more important. The aerosol concentration that corresponds to the maximum
collection efficiency for a given profile is slightly higher then Nop.5

Finally it should be noted that those cases involving small warm clouds (profile T3)
show less sensitivity to the RH and as expected, have low values of optimal aerosol
concentrations. Nop values were shown to be ∼ 25 cm−3 for the T3 cases (Fig. 2), sug-
gesting that under our current atmospheric conditions, apart from the extremely pristine
places, the local aerosol concentrations are larger than the optimal value, locating the10

clouds already on the descending branch. Similarly, the clouds’ top height, for the T3
cases, shows relatively low sensitivity to aerosol loading, with optimal concentrations
of ∼ 100 cm−3 (Fig. 6).

These rather basic results may bridge the ongoing gap between observations and
the modeling of aerosol effects on warm convective clouds. Many of the numerical stud-15

ies of warm convective clouds focus on trade-like cumulus clouds (Jiang et al., 2006,
2009, 2010; Xue and Feingold, 2006; Xue et al., 2008; Koren et al., 2009; Seigel, 2014)
where the characteristic cloud size is around 1 km. However, earth-observing satellite
instruments (such as MODIS) are biased toward much larger clouds (Kaufman et al.,
2005; Yuan et al., 2011; Koren et al., 2014). Therefore, our results suggest that warm20

clouds simulations will “see” the descending branch of the trend, whereas satellites will
be biased toward larger clouds that can “enjoy” higher aerosol levels before reaching
the optimum.

4 Summary

Cloud properties are controlled by both the thermodynamic conditions and by the25

aerosol properties. Here we aimed at studying the interplay between these main play-
ers for warm clouds. Although using a single cloud model that cannot capture pro-
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cesses in a cloud-field scale, we found a very rich interplay between key warm pro-
cesses that shed new light on previous results found by numerical models and ob-
servations. More specifically, we showed that a reversal in the trend sign takes place
when initially a cloud mass increases with aerosol loading up to a turning point, defined
here as the optimal concentration, Nop, followed by a decrease in the maximal cloud5

mass. This reversal in trend sign was shown to be applicable to other cloud properties
such as the cloud’s top height, updraft, and rain; however, the optimal concentration is
not the same as the one for the total mass. The dependency of Nop on the thermody-
namic conditions was examined. Specifically, we showed that more unstable tempera-
ture profiles and higher relative humidity enable larger Nop values, namely, clouds are10

aerosol-limited up to higher aerosol concentrations.
The existence of an optimal concentration results from two competing effects. On

the one hand, more aerosols provide a larger droplet surface area for condensation
and delay the onset of collection processes, and therefore drive stronger latent heat
release and more condensed mass to be formed and to be pushed upward. On the15

other hand, more aerosols result in stronger entrainment and a stronger drag force
(driven by the larger mass) that suppress the cloud’s development. In that respect, we
noted that invigoration effects are more associated with cloud core-based processes
where the cloud is closer to adiabatic and the likelihood of larger supersaturation is
higher. On the other hand, cloud suppression effects are likely to occur more in the20

cloud’s peripheral regions where unsaturated, drier air enters the cloud.
Such opposite associations with respect to the location within the cloud imply that the

total cloud surface-area-to-volume ratio (defined here as η) is an informative parameter.
For larger η values, a stronger effect of the periphery-oriented processes is expected
to influence the cloud’s fate. Therefore, for profiles that support only small convective25

cloud formations (lower inversion and lower environmental RH), η would have larger
values and therefore smaller Nop concentrations. This suggests that for most cases in
nature (where the atmospheric conditions are between slightly and strongly polluted)
small clouds would be beyond their Nop values, on the descending branch of the trend
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(suppression effect). On the other hand, profiles that support deeper convection (high
inversion and high environmental RH) would produce deeper clouds with smaller η
values and therefore larger Nop concentrations. This can be translated to a higher like-
lihood of finding in nature deeper clouds that are aerosol limited and consequently,
on the ascending (invigoration) branch. Such a view bridges the gap between conflict-5

ing reports from numerical model studies that tend to simulate small trade-like clouds
and mostly report on suppression by aerosols and observations that, owing to pixel
resolution, are biased toward larger clouds and mostly report on invigoration.

In this paper we discuss the importance of both the timing and the magnitude of pro-
cesses, but in order to reduce the complexity, we discussed the time evolution of the10

clouds only briefly. We compared the onset or maximal values of processes instead
of the entire evolution. Such a view captures well and in a condensed way the overall
results but not the whole story. For example, it is obvious that the increase in condensa-
tion efficiency by aerosols will reach a saturation stage, in which the characteristic time
for consuming the available water vapors is much smaller compared with the advection15

timescale (Pinsky et al., 2013). We could see this in our results when we compared
the condensation curves of the 1000 and 4000 cm−3 cases (Fig. 3). The condensation
curve is similar and most of the effect is driven by the delay in the collection processes.
In many ways the core vs. the periphery-based processes view can be linked to the
time evolution of a cloud. The early stages of the cloud are more adiabatic, whereas20

the dissipation stage of the cloud, by definition, is controlled more by periphery-based
processes. Therefore, we can conclude that even during a single cloud evolution more
aerosols can be translated to invigoration in the early stages and to suppression in the
later ones. The question addressed in this paper is what factor dominates and what the
overall result is.25

Similarly, throughout the paper we discuss drag forces as a factor that opposes in-
vigoration. This again is accurate from the end-results viewpoint. When it is examined
from the time perspective of one given cloud, enhanced drag forces can be viewed not
only as opposing, but also as a result of invigoration, i.e. “enjoy now and pay later”. Drag
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forces are scaled with mass; therefore, an invigorated cloud that “enjoys” the benefits
of more aerosols during the early stages (when the profile is unstable enough and the
RH is high and therefore Nop is large) will “pay” at later stages when it carries a large
accumulated mass that enhances the drag force. Thus, again the timing perspective is
extremely important and provides a much richer view of the problem.5
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Figure 1. Thermodynamic diagram presenting examples of 3 of the initial atmospheric pro-
files T1RH1 (black), T2RH2 (red), and T3RH3 (green). Solid lines denote temperature profiles
and dashed lines dew-point temperature. In total we run simulations for 9 different initialization
profiles.
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Figure 2. The maximum cloud total mass for each simulated cloud as a function of the aerosol
concentration used in the simulation. Each curve represents 10 simulations conducted using
the same atmospheric profile (a total of 9 different initialization profiles). T1 represents a profile
with an inversion layer located at 6 km, T2 at 4 km, and T3 at 2 km. RH1 represents a profile
with 95 % RH in the cloudy layer, RH2-90 %, and RH3-80 %.
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Figure 3. The total condensed/evaporated mass per unit time (blue), the total collected mass
per unit time (red) and the surface rain mass (green) as a function of time for three clouds with
aerosol levels of 125 (upper panel), 1000 (middle panel), and 4000 cm−3 (lower panel) of profile
T1RH1.
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Figure 4. The total cloud water mass (green) and the total droplet surface area (blue) as a func-
tion of time for three clouds with aerosol levels of 125 (upper panel), 1000 (middle panel), and
4000 cm−3 (lower panel) for profile T1RH1.
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Figure 5. The time difference between the maximum collected mass per unit time and the
maximum condensed mass per unit time for each simulated cloud as a function of the aerosol
concentration. T1 represents a profile with an inversion layer located at 6 km, T2 at 4 km, and
T3 at 2 km. RH1 represents a profile with 95 % RH in the cloudy layer, RH2-90 %, and RH3-
80 %. Each curve represents 10 simulations performed for an initialization profile (a total of 9
profiles).
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Figure 6. The cloud’s maximum top height (top panels), the maximum over time of the mean
vertical velocity weighted by the mass in each grid point (middle panels) and the total surface
rain yield (bottom panels) as a function of the aerosol loading, for each simulated cloud as
a function of the aerosol concentration. Each curve represents 10 simulations performed for an
initialization profile (a total of 9 profiles).
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